
Asbestos Awareness In
The Workplace

Provides maintenance
and custodial employees

with information about
how to recognize asbestos
or asbestos-containing
materials, and how to
protect themselves from
the hazards they present.

Topics include
characteristics and effects
of and how to locate
asbestos, potentially
hazardous activities,
personal protective
equipment, clean-up, air
monitoring, and the
medical surveillance
program.

A comprehensive Leader's
Guide accompanies the
program.
Adult
17 minutes, order 1-8987-IN

Extension Ladder Safety
The Safety On The Job Safety Series

This collection of safety
programs for the

telecommunications
industry offers information
proven to be effective and
which meets special
telecommunications safety
requirements. Each module
deomonstrates the
application of safe work
habits to the specific
subject matter.
Adult
9 minutes, order 1-8901-IN

I'm Still Standing
The Basic Safety Series

Featured character Andy
Upright adds some

attention-getting humorous
sequences from the
program Slips, Trips and
Falls. Covers several
hazardous situations and
avoidance techniques that
reveal the causes of slips,
trips, and falls, and how to
move and work safely.
Adult
14 minutes, order 1-8306-IN

Ladder Safety

Safe use and inspection of
step, straight, sectional,

trestle, stockroom, fixed,
extension, and tubular
metal ladders. Reviews the
safest technique for taking
a fall, potential hazards of
and correct methods for
climbing, moving, and
setting up of ladders.
Adult, Ages 12 to 14, Ages 15 to
18
14 minutes, order 1-8409-IN

Lock Out / Tag Out

Explains a lock out/tag
out and how it helps

prevent employees from
injury when servicing
machinery. Provides
examples of devices used
with electrical, pneumatic,
and hydraulic power
systems, plus common
situations that require
precautions or
amendments. Explains
successful locking devices,
proper tag marking and
dissipating stored energy,
and testing machinery
after lock out/tag out has
been completed.
Adult
17 minutes, order 1-8311-IN

Safety Housekeeping
And Accident Prevention
The Basic Safety Series

A “Safety First” attitude
recognizes hazardous

conditions. Emphasizes
correct operating
procedures and safety
rules in the handling of
tools, chemicals, and
personal protective
equipment, and being
prepared for emergencies.
Adult, Ages 15 to 18
15 minutes, order 1-8302-IN

The Trenching Safety
Series
Trenching and Excavation
Safety

Live footage and
computer graphics

provide a clear explanation
of the hazards of digging
trenches and excavating.

Workers are shown how
these hazards are reduced
by sloping, shielding, and
shoring. Emphasizing
personal and work safety,
this program is ideal for
anyone working in or
around trenches.
18 minutes, order 1-8851

Shoring Safely

This program shows how
to install timber,

screwjack and hydraulic
shoring systems. Also
illustrates simple
techniques for determining
A, B, and C type soils,
sheeting designs, and
safety hazards unique to
trenching.

The information presented
is perfect for foremen, crew
leaders, and anyone
needing up-to-date
information on how to
safely install shoring.
24 minutes, order 1-8852

Cave-In Response

Knowing how to respond
safely when a cave-in

occurs can mean the
difference between life and
death, especially for the
rescuers.

Designed for both on-site
and rescue personnel, this
program examines the
basic considerations
involved in responding
safely to a cave-in
emergency.
24 minutes, order 1-8853
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Safety: Maintenance

He knew better. He just didn't
do better. See the dangerous

consequences of poor
housekeeping on and off the

job. See the safe use and
inspection of equipment in

these compelling,
unforgetable videos.

Learning Resources
C A N A D I A N L E A R N I N G C O M P A N Y



The Competent Person and
Soils Testing

Opening with an
inspector arriving at a

job site, this program gives
the information needed to
be a competent person
operating within standards.

Topics include: who is
considered a “competent
person” and what his/her
responsibilities are; clear
and simple explanations of
the new soil classification
system; five easy field tests
for determining soil types;
and how to prepare for
and handle an inspection.
27 minutes, order 1-8850
Adult
93 minutes, order 1-88500-IN

Welding Safety In The
Workplace

Prevent serious accidents
and injuries due to flying

sparks, toxic fumes, electric
shock and high
temperatures associated
with welding with this
practical, detailed program.
Viewers are given the
information they need to
work safely with an
oxyacetylene unit, stick
welding, or MIG and TIG
operations.

Topics include getting
authorization for welding
operations; sparking and
the risk of fire; guards and
protective barriers;
hazardous fumes and
ventilation; use of
respirators; eye protection;
personal protective
equipment; welding
equipment inspection, and
welding safety procedures.

A comprehensive Leader's
Guide is available.
Adult
17 minutes, order 1-8986-IN

Working On Ladders,
Poles & Scaffolds
The Safety On The Job Series

Includes using the right
ladder and setting up

properly; inspecting before
use; climbing and
descending properly;
knowing the weight
capacities of the
equipment, and more.

Closed Captioned
Adult
15 minutes, order 1-8034-IN

Working On Lifts, Cranes
& Swing Stages
The Safety On The Job Series

The importance of
inspecting equipment

before work begins,
warming up engine and
hydraulic systems before
operation, maintaining
safe clearances from
electrical current, wearing
hard hats and safety gear.
Adult
15 minutes, order 1-8035-IN

Working Safely With
Compressed Gas
Cylinders

In today's work
environments,

compressed gas is used for
many things: refrigeration,
welding, heating, and
much more. Compressed
gas cylinders can be
dangerous, however, and
employees who work with
them need to know how to
handle them properly.

This video provides the
information employees
need to work safely. Topics
include: the hazards of
compressed gas cylinders,
fittings and connections,
moving and transporting
cylinders safely,
positioning cylinders
properly, and safe storage
practices.
Adult
14 minutes, order 1-8849-IN

This listing is correct as of
Friday January 5, 2001 but is
subject to change without
notice. If this listing appears to
be out of date, please contact
us for up-to-date pricing and
availability. This is Subject Nbr
211. For a brief master list of
all available subjects, request
document number 800. For an
ORDER FORM, request
document number 801
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Learning Resources

Need More
Information
About Our
Programs?
These listings are very
brief. Detailed title
information is only a
free phone call away.

Check out our internet
web page at
www.canlearn.com

Selecting the tab ’online
catalog’ will take you to
a complete listing of
every title available
from us.


